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Visual Streamline FAQ 

Warehouse Transfers in Planned Purchasing 
 

 
There are 2 different ways of doing warehouse transfers in PPP. They are written separately, operate separately and 
have quite different functionality too. First one is “Qty Transferred” field and second is “Qty Linked” field. 

 

1.Qty Transferred Field :  

� Entry is made from the above screen. Whs shown in the above screen becomes the from whs in the transfer 
and to whs is always user’s default whs. 
When you accept, it creates a new PPP source detail entry per transferred qty entered above with the source 
type as Transfer. It does not reduce qty of other source detail lines at this stage. The reason is because there 
is no other data stored in any other table, and if user choses to undo the transfer system simply deletes 
source detail lines of type Transfer. 

� There are 2 business rules affecting the behaviour how PPP total purchase qty is calculated after the 
transferred qty is entered. If BR PO19 is off and BR PO38 is off, then it will reduce any transfer qty from total 
purchase qty. If BR PO19 is on, then only purchase qty against backorders will be reduced and stock 
purchase qty will remain unchanged. If BR PO38 is on, then only purchase qty for user’s whs is reduced 
(both stock and backorders). 
Quantity reductions from the total purchase can be seen only on the total purchase qty and not reflected on 
the each source detail line due the above reason for being able to undo things. 
Logic behind how the reductions are reflected to source details when PPP is processed is as follows : 

First backorder to user’s whs. 

Next stock purchase to user’s whs. (If BR PO19 is off) 

Next non user whs stock purchases (BR PO19 and PO38 both off) 

Next non user backorders (BR PO 38 off) 

Please note if both BR PO 19 and PO38 are on, the PO38 has no effect. 
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2. Qty Linked Field : 

Transfer can be entered with F5 on “Qty Linked” field. For each whs with available qty and ppp source detail 
purchase whs combination will appear and transfer can be entered to a specific combination. When accepted, it will 
immediately affect both PPP total purchase qty and source details purchase qty. 

Transfer entered can not exceed total purchase qty or available of the from whs. 

 

BR PO29 and PO41 have been separated now. So only turning BRPO41 on will suffice to do direct to customer 
transfers and also direct linking to stock purchases. BR PO19 or 38 does not affect directly linked transfers. 

 

When BR PO41 is off i.e. when BR PO29 is on only ALL TRANSFERS ARE CREATED TO THE USER’s WHS.  

 

BR PO 41 ON gives also the ability to transfer to the backorder or stock purchase whs seen on the source detail in 
PPP maintenance. 

 

PO 19 – Deduct Transfer Only from backorder portion in PPP 

PO 29 – Allow direct to customer transfers in PPP 

PO 38 – Reduce Purchase Qty for user warehouse only in PPP transfer 

PO 41 – Allow Transfer to non user warehouse 

 

 


